Econ 737b/330b Economics of Natural Resources

- **Day / time:** Monday/Wednesday 10:30-11:50
- **Course Type:** Graduate
- **Course term:** Spring
- **Year:** 2018
- **Instructor(s):** Robert O. Mendelsohn
- **Location:** WLH 201

Microeconomic theory brought to bear on current issues in natural resource policy. Topics include regulation of pollution, hazardous waste management, depletion of the world’s forests and fisheries, wilderness and wildlife preservation, and energy planning.

Also Econ 330b.

- **Semester offered:** Spring

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-737b330b-economics-natural-resources](https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-737b330b-economics-natural-resources)